Regina, Queen of State's Lasses

Rules Prom Night Pageantry

The name of grotesque was the woman who, according to legend, was by all consensus one of the most beautiful And one whose love could not be resisted. She became the object of attention by virtue of her beauty and by the unique qualities of her personality. This woman was none other than Regina Murphy, queen of the six in the history of the school and beauties of '39.

Spanish Club Will Meet

Spanish Club will meet Thursday, February 2, at 9:00 o'clock in the English room. Miss C. E. Hill, foreign language teacher, is in charge.

SOPHOMORES TO PAY DUES AT PROM MEETING

Spanish Club officers, including Barney Price, president, and Miss C. E. Hill, foreign language teacher, are preparing for the spring season.

Library To Open Earlier

The library will open at 9:00 o'clock, Monday morning, for the spring season.
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New Dancing Classes Develop

State's Embryonic Swingsters

In view of the importance of developing body and mind, the young people are enthusiastic about the new classes being offered.

Sophomores Plan

For Social Event

A social event is being planned for the sophomores, to be held on Saturday evening, February 23, at the Alumni Residence. The event will include a dance and a dinner.

Library To Open Earlier

The library will open at 9:00 o'clock, Monday morning, for the spring season.

State College News

Board to Report

On Point System

In Assembly

The assembly will be held on Monday, February 21, to discuss the point system.

Dr. Soday Will Speak

At Educators' Meeting

Dr. Soday will speak at the meeting of the educational society on February 22.

On Monday Night

Famous Continental Dancer

To Give Interpretations

Lotte Goslar, European Dancer

Has Brilliant, Eventful Career

She was immediately taken into her pattern, she Is a distinct personality which distinguishes her from all others.

The men's dancing class started together getting pointers from their instructors seriously. They pointed out that the class of '38 Is hard to develop their style so that they can compete with some of the light Astaires and Ginger Rogers.

For Social Event

The Edward Eldred Potter club council, together with the Fricdlandor, Richard Lonsdale and Rosenberg, chairman, Helen Blake, and director of training, addressed the assembly this morning.

The State college library is now open at the corner of State and Willet streets, announces that State college librarians will consider a number of orchestras for the spring season.

Radio Program

The Edward Eldred Potter club council, together with the Fricdlandor, Richard Lonsdale and Rosenberg, chairman, Helen Blake, and director of training, addressed the assembly this morning.

The State college library is now open at the corner of State and Willet streets, announces that State college librarians will consider a number of orchestras for the spring season.

Chesterfield's SATISFY

Mild rips tobaccos and pure cigarettes, those Chesterfield in products are the best a cigarette can have.
Commetnttater

Once again, writer of this column takes up the theme of soundness in our the column. The column is in the form of a column, which is a form of the form of the form, which is a form of the form of the form.

Personal Viewpoints

Personal Viewpoints are written by students and are intended to express the individual viewpoints of the writers. The viewpoints expressed here are those of the writers alone and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the newspaper or its editors.

Statesman

The Statesman is a column written by a student and is intended to provide a balanced and informed perspective on current events and issues. The views expressed in this column are those of the author alone and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the newspaper or its editors.

Suggestion to the Administration

Proposal to open a men's and women's athletic house in the near future is a period of fourteen and a half weeks or a long "weekend" of about four days covering the period from January third to April fourteenth. The suggestion comes from the undergraduate Newspaper and is made with the hope that in this book some of the talents inherent in the students will be brought to the fore. When the rabbit woke up he was surprised to see these people down in the gallery of the state. So, if you are so wise—sign up for those activities which will be continued without any lapse until Easter recess.

The News, referring student opinion, believes that some change in our present social activities would be advantageous. The same plan for an Easter recess remains, but there should be added to it some change in the social activities. The students of State College have a right to have Walter and Lorraine's birthday one of the two days added.

The other plan has to do with the activities of the athletic and social clubs. The institution of a spring recess should be considered. State College students have discovered that our vacations do not coincide with the spring vacations of other colleges, and many of us go home. The result of our friends from other schools have already had their vacations and are back in school.

The Easter recess coming so late as it does this year, there is a controversy between the clubs and the administration in the minds of the students. Of course, some clubs always desire more time off. The vacation does not divide the working time evenly. The controversy is not due to the fact that the Easter recess is following the Easter holidays.

Author of the preceding plan sincerely involves an addition to the present number of vacation days of the second semester. The author of the following plan calls into our schedules when we need them most.
State College News

State Debaters to Meet Strong Dayton Team

Dramatics Class To Present Plays

Morning Assembly to Hear Albany Concert Orchestra

State Constitutional Convention

Helen Fay, Former Co-op Head, Is Board Member of Magazine

You'll find MORE PLEASURE in Chesterfield's milder better taste

...and when you land on Chesterfields you find the three points of smoking pleasure... all you look for in a cigarette

MILDNESS that's refreshing

TASTE that smokers like

AROMA that makes you down-right hungry for a smoke.
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